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Participle Adjectives

Underline the participle adjective.

1) We hiked up Notch Peak to enjoy the astounding sight of the summit from

the top.

2) No sooner had Dora prepared Mexican rice than the appetizing aroma !lled

the entire house.

3) It was not the magician’s performance that was interesting but the tricks he

used for the show.

4) We had a thrilling experience when we spotted a pack of wolves at just a few

feet from the campground.

5) Purifying salt water from the ocean to make it drinkable is a time-consuming

process.

10) We all enjoyed the story. We found it moving.

7) The magistrate passed a sweeping judgement by dismissing the corrupt

politician from his o"ce.

8) The system’s security uses a complicated algorithm that hackers wouldn’t

stand a chance of breaking into.

9) Hooded jackets have set a new trend, and most teenagers and youngsters

wear them while jogging.

6) Jonathan is a distinguished artist, and he can bring alive any landscape in his

panoramic painting.
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Answer Key

Underline the participle adjective.

1) We hiked up Notch Peak to enjoy the astounding sight of the summit from

the top.

2) No sooner had Dora prepared Mexican rice than the appetizing aroma !lled

the entire house.

3) It was not the magician’s performance that was interesting but the tricks he

used for the show.

4) We had a thrilling experience when we spotted a pack of wolves at just a few

feet from the campground.

5) Purifying salt water from the ocean to make it drinkable is a time-consuming

process.

10) We all enjoyed the story. We found it moving.

7) The magistrate passed a sweeping judgement by dismissing the corrupt

politician from his o"ce.

8) The system’s security uses a complicated algorithm that hackers wouldn’t

stand a chance of breaking into.

9) Hooded jackets have set a new trend, and most teenagers and youngsters

wear them while jogging.

6) Jonathan is a distinguished artist, and he can bring alive any landscape in his

panoramic painting.
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